This paper describes a model-driven decision-support system (software tool) implementing a model-based methodology for on-line leakage detection and localization which is useful for a large class of water distribution networks. Since these methods present a certain degree of complexity which limits their use to experts, the proposed software tool focuses on the integration of a method emphasizing its use by water network managers as a decision support system. The proposed software tool integrates a model-based leakage localization methodology based on the use of on-line telemetry information, as well as a water network calibrated hydraulic model. The application of the resulting decision support software tool in a district metered area (DMA) of the Barcelona distribution network is provided and discussed. The obtained results show that the leakage detection and localization may be performed efficiently reducing the required time.
INTRODUCTION
Water utilities provide clean water service to local communities and charge the service by the metered water consumption. However, not every drop of water produced at a water treatment plant reaches customers and generates revenue for water companies. Instead, a significant proportion of drinking water is lost, due to either water leaking from the distribution pipelines or unauthorized water usage. Water loss represents a major fraction of non-revenue water (NRW) 1 : more than 65% of NRW arises from unauthorized water consumption, meter inaccuracies and leaks from the water mains source-to-taps infrastructure (IWA, 2000) . On average, more than 15% of water produced is lost in the United Kingdom (Wu et al., 2010) . Regarding the overall water loss of Spain, the estimation of the Spanish Statistics 3 contributions integrating data-driven and model-driven approaches (Farley et al., 2010; Bicik et al., 2013) or based just on a data-driven approach (Romano et al., 2013) were also presented. Pérez et al. (2011) presents a direct modelling methodology developed to help network operators deal with the detection and localization of leaks in district metered areas (DMAs 5 ) of water distribution networks.
The leakage detection procedure is performed by comparing pressure data of certain DMA inner nodes 6 with their estimation using the simulation of the mathematical network model. Taking into account a fault diagnosis context (Appendix 1.2), the leakage localization procedure presented in is an application of the binary fault isolation procedure based on the theoretical fault signature matrix (Gertler, 1998) , applying a parallel diagnostic inference process between this binary matrix and the binary observed fault signature vector. In , this method was updated to work with non-binary observed fault signatures and theoretical fault signature matrices enhancing the overall performance of the method.
Model-based leakage localization methods are an important tool to detect leaks and reduce water losses.
They may also be used as support systems in decision-making processes related to the water network maintenance and investments. In general, as stated by Savić et al. (2011) , model-based methodologies for environmental applications (i.e. leakage detection and localization) presents a certain degree of complexity which limits their use to experts in the modelling field involved in each environmental application.
Nonetheless, if computer-based models for environmental applications were integrated into a modeldriven Decision Support Systems (DSSs) (Power, 2004; Power et al., 2007; Savic et al 2011) , this type of models should be useful for managers of environmental systems (i.e. water networks) as support systems in decision-making processes without the need for expertise in the mathematical modelling. The field of leakage localization-based software tools (DSSs) is very active; a number of commercial products are in the market, such as the TaKaDu 7 system (Armon et al., 2011 ) based on a data-driven approach and WaterGEMS 8 (Wu & Sage, 2006) based on an inverse modelling approach using Genetic Algorithms.
Focusing on the topic of software tools, the main goal of this paper is to describe a model-driven DSS prototype for leakage detection and localization in water distribution networks. The aim of the presented approach is not to compete with existing commercial tools but to show a straightforward approach which takes benefit from the existing hydraulic models used by the water network operators for operation and planning purposes. A web-based tool has been developed and applied to a DMA in the Barcelona water network in both simulated and real scenarios. Regarding the model-based leakage localization method, this DSS integrates the approach presented by . Thereby, this tool has been developed with the main purpose of widening the use of model-based leakage localization techniques by users with low expertise in this modelling field taking benefit from the existent hydraulic models used by the operators. In general, the tool proposed in this paper is based on the integration of the instrumentation data existing in the DMA network and the hydraulic model of the DMA network with advanced model-4 based leakage localization techniques. As a result of this integration, a set of functionalities efficiently supporting the leakage localization process are available for the intended user.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the case study to which the developed web-based leakage localization DSS prototype has been applied. Section 3 gives an overview of the requirements and architecture of this software tool and its application to the considered case of study. Then, in Section 4, the integration of the considered leakage localization methodology into the proposed DSS is tackled: on the one hand, the foundation of the integrated methodology is recalled and, on the other hand, the integration procedure is given. Next, the main features of the proposed software prototype and the results obtained in leakage scenarios considered in the case of study are reported (Section 5). Finally, resulting conclusions are given in Section 6. Additionally, and for the paper to be self-contained, a short background in water network mathematical modelling and fault diagnosis is included in the Appendix given its importance in the considered model-based leakage localization DSS software prototype.
CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

Description of Nova Icaria District Metered Area (DMA)
The performance of the leakage localization DSS prototype presented in this paper has been tested in one DMA of Barcelona using a past real leakage scenario. Figure 1 , the water network of Nova Icaria DMA can be seen from the EPANET file which contains the hydraulic model of this network. In this figure, the two DMA inlets have been highlighted using red triangle symbols.
Regarding the instrumentation, the Nova Icaria DMA is provided with flow and pressure sensors at both inlets and six inner pressure sensors (green star symbols) already deployed in the DMA
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. The sample time associated with all these sensors is set to 10 minutes. 
Nova Icaria DMA Network Modeling Approach
Regarding the water network of Barcelona and its metropolitan area, Aigües de Barcelona uses a Geographical Information System (GIS) to register the current state of this network (i.e. volumes in tanks, flows and pressures at pipes, junctions or valves) and all its properties (i.e. roughness, length and diameter of pipes, elevation of junctions) and to manage certain operation and maintenance processes. In order to ensure the accuracy of the GIS representation, this system is kept updated whenever there is a change in the network. Additionally, this system is also used to generate the DMA hydraulic model in EPANET format and to keep this model updated. Thereby, in order to carry out isolated simulations of this DMA using this EPANET model, the boundary conditions must be set using the pressure and flow measurements registered in the DMA inlets: the pressure measurement at every time instant k is set at every DMA inlet while the total measured DMA inflow is distributed using a constant coefficient (base demand) in each demand node which has been obtained using the billing information of Aigües de Barcelona. Thereby, the same consumption pattern is assumed for all demand nodes in the DMA.
Description of Leakage Scenarios in Nova Icaria
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In 2011, the Nova Icaria DMA was affected by several leakage scenarios which caused the increase of the DMA minimum night flow 10 in 10 l/s. During the first half of 2011, an increase of 4 l/s was already noticed by DMA SCADA operators. However, since the beginning of September 2011, the DMA minimum night flow started a progressive worsening reaching an overall increase of 10 l/s in October 2011 when a leak was found. Once this leak was repaired, the DMA minimum night flow decreased in 6 l/s. Nonetheless, its value was still abnormal when compared to its values registered in 2010. During the beginning of November 2011, a set of small leaks could be found in an area close to the localization of the first leak. When all these small leaks were repaired, the minimum night flow decreased in 4 l/s reaching again its normal values. The proposed software tool was tested using the historic data of this scenario to assess its efficiency in detecting the leaks. In Figure 2 , the localization of the 6 l/s-leakage is signaled using a blue arrow while the set of small leaks (4 l/s) found in the beginning of November 2011 is inside the marked blue square area. In Section 5.2, the above described leakage scenarios will be considered to show the performance of the proposed leakage localization software tool prototype. 
Requirements
In order to bring the power of model-based fault diagnosis techniques (see Appendix 1.2) applied to leakage localization in water networks to the intended users, a prototype of a model-driven DSS integrating those techniques has been developed. The general requirements for this new DSS for leakage localization in water networks are (Power et al., 2007 ):
1. To provide an easy access to model-based leakage localization techniques for users which are nonspecialist (i.e. drinking water networks technicians and managers) so that they could locate those leaks affecting the DMA network water losses using their own resources more efficiently and reducing the associated water losses.
2. To provide the capability of an automatic 11 or manual leakage localization analysis based on the integration of the measurements coming from the instrumentation deployed in the DMA water network with the leakage localization DMA water network model.
3. To avoid the need of complex coding to set up the automatic or manual leakage localization analysis in a new DMA network or to carry out the updates of an existing leakage localization water network model when the DMA water network or its associated instrumentation suffer changes in their current state.
4. To provide an intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI) that will allow the easy creation and modification of specific DSS scenarios. A DSS scenario contains the required information to carry out the automatic or manual leakage location analysis in the water network of a specific DMA.
Additionally, the DSS GUI also integrates a Geographical Information System (GIS) viewer 12 which lets enhance the visualization of both the structure of the DMA water network and its existing instrumentation, and the results obtained in the analyses of every scenario.
5. To provide an easy access to the leakage localization DSS from every device with internet access using a web-based framework.
Structure
The main unit of work of this DSS for leakage localization in water networks is the scenario. Each scenario is related to a single DMA allowing automatic and manual leakage localization analyses in this DMA. Then, when an analysis of this type has to be carried out in a different DMA, another scenario must be created. Mainly, the foundation of the analysis carried out in a scenario related to a given DMA is 11 Automatic analysis refers to the fact of running automatically a leakage localization analysis when new measurements coming from the instrumentation are available. When these measurements are updated on-line, on-line leakage localization analyses are carried out. 12 Microsoft Bing Maps technology (http://www.bing.com/maps/) has been used to build a GIS viewer to display street maps, water network topology, and existing instrumentation and analysis results associated with a given DMA. In this tool prototype, the GIS viewer is compatible with street maps provided by Microsoft Bing Maps, EPANET files to display the water network topology and the computed results (i.e. leak locations).
8 based on the integration of the measurements coming from the existing instrumentation, the DMA hydraulic model and the model-based leakage localization algorithms.
Regarding the DMA instrumentation, pressure and flow sensors at DMA inlets and pressure sensors at certain DMA inner nodes are required which offer on-line measurements. Traditionally, this instrumentation and its corresponding measurements are integrated in the SCADA system used to perform the supervision of the overall network. In general, the sensor measurements are stored in the raw database which contains the raw metered data. Nonetheless, this data may be affected by certain errors, such as outliers and missing data which prevent its direct use since it may cause a wrong performance of the SCADA supervision processes. Normally, a validation process is applied to this data to remove those errors and to try to reconstruct the lost information when possible. This validated data is stored in the validated database. Regarding the DSS for leakage localization, this tool is linked to this validated database in order to obtain the on-line measurements of the DMA instrumentation. By this means, when establishing the settings of a given scenario, database time series which store the validated sensor data of a certain DMA network must be mapped with the hydraulic model of this DMA.
Another key element in the leakage localization analysis of a certain DSS scenario is the DMA hydraulic model. The current version of this DSS is compatible with EPANET (Rossman, 2000) and the DMA hydraulic model is built externally 13 using this simulation tool and uploaded to the DSS when the settings of a given scenario are being established. In general, the information taken from the EPANET model of the DMA network is not only the network topological structure but also those fixed network parameters:
i.e. roughness, length and diameter for pipes; positions and characteristics for valves; level of every junction relative to the sea level; base demand of every junction. Thus, it must be taken into account that the accuracy of this model is an important issue to guarantee a good performance of the overall leakage localization process 14 . Apart from the DMA network hydraulic model, other network parameters that must be informed are the location of every sensor and its depth with respect to the ground level. Another important input of the DMA network model are the demand patterns associated with those junctions having a related known demand. Both the DMA hydraulic model and the above mentioned parameters must be informed when the settings of every scenario are established. They are then stored in the parameter database of the DSS. Additionally, this DSS offers certain processes to help the user to keep this information updated which is a crucial issue to ensure the goodness of the analysis results.
Finally, both the information coming from the external SCADA validated database and the internal DSS parameter database are integrated with the model-based leakage localization algorithm in order to perform the automatic or manual analyses in a certain DMA network. The specific features offered by the DSS in every scenario allow the user to set up these analyses. Thereby, a DMA network manual analysis 13 The leakage localization software tool prototype presented in this paper is based on integrating the existent hydraulic model used by the operator for water network operation and planning purposes. 14 The calibration of the hydraulic model involves the calibration of both physical parameters (i.e roughness) and the nodal demands. On one hand, the EPANET model of the DMA obtained from the water company Operation and Planning Department should be a suitable representation of the DMA network and on the other hand, nodal demands have been calibrated by means of estimating different demand patterns according to the historical billing information and the type of water usage (i.e. domestic, industrial,...). At the end of this calibration process, the goal is to have an error between pressure model predictions at the monitored nodes and the corresponding pressure measurements of the order of the minimum pressure change that induces the smallest leak to be detected.
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can be carried out choosing basically the start and end date of the analysis. Additionally, an automatic analysis can also be set up just selecting this property when establishing the analysis settings. In this case, a DMA network analysis runs every day automatically using the available sensor data of the previous day.
In general, different analyses can be carried out at the same time for a given scenario.
In Figure 3 , a conceptual scheme of the DSS structure is given, highlighting the above-described integration of the data coming from the DMA instrumentation (SCADA validated database), the DMA hydraulic model (DSS parameter database) and the model-based leakage localization algorithms (DSS web server). This scheme also highlights the web nature of this DSS which renders its availability from a wide range of devices connected to internet or to those intranet networks allowed to access to the DSS web server. Thereby, end-users can access the DSS easily to manage leakage localization scenarios and their corresponding leakage localization analyses.
Regarding the Information Technology used to develop this DSS prototype, .NET Microsoft technology has been used. This includes the use of Silverlight 5 and ASP.NET (C#) Framework 4.0 platforms to develop the DSS user interface, C# programming language to develop the different server services and the IIS 7.0 platform to build the DSS web server. Moreover, Microsoft Bing Maps technology has also been used to build the GIS viewer functionality.
Leakage Localization Web-Based DSS Tool: Nova Icaria DMA Application
In order to apply the leakage localization DSS prototype to Nova Icaria DMA, this tool must be integrated with the SCADA system used to supervise the DMA networks, as described in Section 3.2. Using this SCADA system, the pressure and flow at the inlets of every DMA are monitored. This is possible since linked to every inlet there is a multilog data logger which, on the one hand, registers these measurements every 10 minutes and on the other, is integrated with the DMA SCADA through a GSM network. Thereby, every day at 7 a.m, the SCADA system retrieves the inlet measurements of all DMAs from the 00:00 h to the 23:50 h of the previous day. Once this raw data is retrieved, a data validation process is carried out to check and correct abnormal values inserting the resulting data in the validated database. In the case of Nova Icaria, six inner pressure sensors are also available whose measurements have a main importance to carry out the DMA leakage localization process. These sensors are linked to GSM dataloggers which register pressure readings every 10 minutes. Finally, this registered information is also retrieved by the SCADA system following the same procedure as for the DMA inlets.
In order to ease the integration of the DSS prototype with the DMA measurements stored in the SCADA validated database, once the previous day's DMA measurements are available, this data is packed in a XLS file and sent using an e-mail process to the internal database of the DSS web-server. These particularities related to the DSS application to the Nova Icaria DMA can also be seen in Figure 3 .
10 Figure 3 Conceptual scheme of the DSS prototype for leakage localization applied to Nova Icaria DMA.
MODEL-BASED LEAKAGE LOCALIZATION METHOD: DSS TOOL INTEGRATION
Model-based leakage localization methodology
The DSS for leakage localization in water distribution networks presented in this paper integrates the model-based leakage isolation technique proposed by which is an evolution of the one proposed by . These methodologies are based on the standard theory of modelbased fault diagnosis described in Appendix 1.2 which has already been applied to water networks to detect faults in flow meters (Ragot & Maquin,2006) or in open channels with dynamic models (Bedjaoui &Weyer,2011) .
The analyzed system is a DMA water network, the potential faults are those leaks affecting the network components (i.e. pipes) and the process variables are the pressure at certain nodes of the water network.
Hence, the leakage localization method is based on comparing, at every time instant k, the monitored pressure disturbances caused by leaks at certain inner nodes of the DMA network with the theoretical pressure disturbances caused by all potential leaks obtained using the DMA network mathematical model. Thereby, the residual set, r(k) ns , is determined by the difference between the measured pressure at certain network nodes, p(k) ns , and the estimated pressure at these nodes obtained using the network model considering a scenario free of leaks, 0
network. In , an optimal pressure sensor placement for leakage localization applications was presented to achieve the minimum economical costs (number of sensors) keeping a suitable performance of the leakage localization method.
In the analysis presented in , the number of considered potential leaks,
, was equal to the number of network nodes, np since from the modelling point of view, leaks were placed in these locations.
On the other hand, the theoretical pressure disturbances caused by all potential leaks are stored in the theoretical fault signature matrix, FSM(k) nsnp (Appendix 1.2), with as many rows as DMA inner pressure sensors, ns, and as many columns as potential leaks (DMA network nodes), np. This matrix can be obtained from a sensitivity-to-leak analysis which evaluates the theoretical effect of a potential leak f j in the pressure of all the monitored nodes, p i , which determine the residual vector r. If this process is repeated for all potential leaks, the sensitivity matrix S nsnp (Pudar & Ligget, 1992 ) is obtained as where each element s ij measures the effect of the leak f j in the pressure p i of the node where the inner pressure sensor i is located. It is extremely difficult to calculate S analytically in a real network because a water network is a large scale problem described by a multivariable non-linear system of equations which may also be non-explicit. Then, proposes to generate the sensitivity matrix by simulation of the network model approximating the sensitivity s ij at time instant k by
pk is the predicted pressure in the node where the pressure sensor i is placed when a nominal leak of size f is forced in node j and ˆ() i0 pk is the predicted pressure associated with the sensor i under a scenario free of leaks. Then, repeating this process for all np potential faults the approximation of the sensitivity matrix is obtained. In the initial method, the approximation of the sensitivity matrix S (Eq. (2)) and the observed residual r(k) (Eq. (1)) were binarised using a certain threshold carefully selected in order to avoid filtering those pressure disturbances caused by leaks. Then, the binarised sensitivity matrix S became the theoretical fault signature matrix FSM(k) while the binarised residual vector r(k) became the binary fault indicator vector (k) ns (Appendix 1.2). Then, using the fault isolation parallel inference approach (Appendix 1.2), the localization of the leak could be determined.
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Nonetheless, shows that the performance of this method could be enhanced removing those binarization operations since they could cause a loss of meaningful information for the leakage isolation process. In this case, the fault indicator vector (k) is obtained as follows:
where p i is the pressure measured by sensor i and ˆi 0 p is the predicted pressure value associated with pressure sensor i under a scenario free of leaks. Regarding the matrix FSM(k), its expression is computed using the sensitivity matrix definition (Eq. (2) as follows:
where ˆj if p is the predicted pressure associated with pressure sensor i when a nominal leak of size f is forced in node j and ˆi 0 p is the predicted pressure associated with pressure sensor i under a scenario free of leaks.
Both the matrix FSM(k) and the vector (k) depend on the working point that is, on the demand and boundary conditions (Vento and Puig, 2009 ). Therefore, they must be computed at every analysis time step.
Regarding the leakage isolation process, the method proposed by follows the parallel inference process (Appendix 1.2). However, an adaptation was made to handle with the non-binary property of fault indicator vector (k) and matrix FSM(k). In short, the proposed method is based on a correlation process which compares the fault indicator vector (k) (Eq. (4) 
is the obtained correlation between the fault indicator vector, (k,) and the j th -column of the theoretical fault signature matrix, FSM j , associated with a potential leak in node j.
Integration of the leakage localization method into the proposed DSS tool
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the main unit of work of the proposed model-driven DSS for leakage localization is the scenario which is related to a single DMA allowing the user to run a set of analyses in this DMA. Thus, the structure of a certain analysis depends basically on leakage localization methodology presented in Section 4.1. Nonetheless, there are also certain scenario analysis parameters that must be informed when establishing the general DSS settings: scenario analysis time step (T a ), sensor sample time (T s ) and diagnosis sliding window (T w ). Thereby, T a sets the time step used to compute a leakage localization result, T s is the sample time of the DMA instrumentation and T w determines the past time window considered to compute the leakage localization result. Nonetheless, it must be taken into account that there are certain constraints on the scenario analysis parameters that must be fulfilled:
when T a >T s , the sensor measurements are smoothed out during the time window determined by T a computing their average value in order to reduce the effect of the nuisance noise affecting the measurements. Thereby, k is the discrete time considered in the leakage localization analysis being derived from the time step T a . Another constraint is:
where τ and τ >1. Here, τ can be seen as the discrete time value of the past time window T w regarding the scenario analysis time step T a. In this sense, at every time instant the fault indicator vector (k) (Eq.
(4)) and the theoretical fault signature matrix FSM(k) (Eq. (5) 
The fact of using the τ-past values of (k) and FSM(k), instead of their values at time instant k, adds a certain degree of robustness to the leakage localization method against certain anomalies affecting the 14 sensor measurements (i.e. limited sensor resolution 17 ) or the existing uncertainty regarding the DMA water demand and hydraulic model 18 .
In the current version of this leakage localization DSS prototype, every planned leakage localization analysis is related to a certain date analysing the whole day. In this sense, a common value for the scenario analysis time step (T a ) is 1 hour. This means that a leakage localization result is given hourly for k≥τ based on the sensor measurements and the DMA hydraulic model predictions corresponding to a τ hour -past time window. Regarding the value of the diagnosis sliding window parameter (T w ) and the derived τ parameter, its value depends mainly on the sensor resolution and the accuracy of the known information about the DMA hydraulic model and the DMA water demand distribution.
Regarding the structure of a given leakage localization analysis, the general sequence of steps performed at every time instant k to obtain the diagnosis result at this time instant is:
Step 1 -Calibration of the DMA hydraulic model. The main goal of this step is to obtain a calibrated DMA hydraulic model at time instant k. The main inputs used by this process are: the DMA EPANET hydraulic model, the pressure and flow measurements in the DMA inlets between time instant k and k-1, the base demand values of the DMA inner nodes and the value of the demand patterns at time instant k. As an output, a calibrated model of the DMA hydraulic network at time instant k is obtained following the procedure described in Section 4.1. Thereby, it must be taken into account that the resulting DMA hydraulic model estimates the DMA water network in a leakage-free scenario since all the flows measured in the DMA inlets are assumed to be caused by all the known DMA consumers.
Step 2 -DMA hydraulic model simulation considering potential DMA leaks. The main goal of this step is to simulate the effect of all potential leaks at time instant k in the pressure values of those monitored DMA inner nodes. The main inputs used by this step are: the calibrated DMA hydraulic model at time instant k (Step 1) and the locations of all the potential leaks that may exist in the DMA.
Step 2 follows an iterative process with as many iterations as considered potential leaks. In each iteration, the DMA hydraulic model is calibrated assuming the existence of a leak in a certain inner node modelled using a leak reference magnitude, specified by an emitter coefficient value in EPANET, for this node. A previous knowledge about the size of the leakage affecting the DMA (i.e. using a minimum night flow analysis) can be used to set the size of the reference leak through the DSS tool option related to the scenario analysis settings.
Step 3 -Computing the fault indicator vector . The main goal of this step is to compute the value of the fault indicator vector (k) at time instant k. The main inputs used in this step are: the pressure sensor measurements, p , between time instant k and k-1 of those monitored DMA inner nodes and the pressure 17 Pressure sensors may have a limited resolution (i.e. 10 cm for Nova Icaria DMA inner sensors). As a result pressure disturbance caused by leaks in DMA inner nodes may not be measured accurately. The fact of using  * (k) and FSM * (k) may also help minimizing this negative effect 18 The use of a model-based leakage localization method based on the analysis of pressure variations produced by leakage in the water distribution network helps to add certain degree of robustness regarding existing uncertainty about DMA water demand and hydraulic model. Pressure at water distribution network nodes is less sensitive to water demand or hydraulic model errors than flows through the pipes. (Pudar &Ligget,1992) . In general, demand and modelling uncertainty can be captured using historical data free of leaks and by trying to adjust uncertainty bounds in demand and in model using a bounding approach as described, for example, in (Blesa et al., 2011) 15 estimation at these nodes using the calibrated DMA hydraulic model assuming a leakage-free scenario, 0 p (k) (Step 1).
Step 4 -Computing the theoretical fault signature matrix FSM. The main goal of this step is to compute the value of the theoretical fault signature matrix FSM(k) at time instant k. The main inputs used in this step are: the pressure estimation at time instant k of all those monitored nodes considering all DMA potential leaks, ˆj if p (k) ( Step 2) and the estimation at time instant k at these nodes using the calibrated DMA leakage-free hydraulic model, 0
Step 1). In order to obtain the value of FSM(k), the procedure given by Eq. (5) is applied.
Step 5 -Leakage localization result. The main goal of this step is to give the most probable localizations of the existing leaks. This result is given when time instant k≥τ and using τ-past values of  and FSM
computed in
Step 3 and Step 4, respectively. Thereby, initially,  * (k)(Eq. (9)) and FSM * (k)(Eq. (10)) are computed and then the procedure given by Eq. (6) is applied to obtain the most probable localizations of the leaks affecting to the DMA water network.
In Figure 4 , a conceptual scheme showing the above described five-step procedure can be seen highlighting the inputs and outputs of every step and the existing links among them. 
Free-Leakage Scenario All Potential Leakages
Step 3 -Computing the fault signal vector Φ (time instant k)
Step 4 -Computing the theoretical fault signature matrix FSM (time instant k)
Step 5 
LEAKAGE LOCALIZATION: WEB-BASED SOFTWARE TOOL
Main Features
Considering the architecture of the web-based leakage localization DSS prototype reviewed in Section 3, this section describes the main features of this tool prototype offered to the end-user. Once the user has been logged in the DSS through the web browser, the first menu options that can be used are related to the creation, edition and management of scenarios.
The scenario creation process starts setting the scenario name and importing the EPANET file related to the hydraulic model of the DMA water network which will be analyzed in this scenario. Once the EPANET file is imported, the DMA hydraulic network is automatically displayed with the GIS viewer as a GIS layer on top of a geographic layer which shows the street map of the DMA. . A general screenshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) available when the scenario is created can be seen in Figure 5 highlighting the toolbar (label '1'), GIS options (label '2'), GIS viewer (label '3'), area displaying the last available scenario analyses (label '4') and area displaying the last diagnosed leaks (label '5').
Regarding the new scenario toolbar ( Figure 5 , label '1'), the following options are offered:
 Settings: this menu option offers different sub-options which mainly let the user set the specific scenario settings. These settings let the user fill the number of sensors placed in the DMA water network (inlets and inner nodes) mapping the nodes where they are with the variables of the SCADA validated database which stores the measurements metered by these sensors.
Additionally, the visualization properties of the network pipes can also be edited by changing their color according to their diameter. Once these specific scenario settings have been entered, the network GIS layer is updated to show the parameterized pipe colors and a new GIS layer is added on top showing the sensor placements and highlighting the type of sensors. Finally, the scenario analysis parameters (T a , T s , T w ) (Section 4.2) can also be filled in. In Figure 6 , an example of the GIS viewer associated with a given scenario can be seen where the following layers are shown: street layer, DMA network wrapping area (label '1'), DMA network pipes colored according to their diameter, DMA network sensors distinguishing between the inner pressure sensors (label '2') and the pressure / flow sensors of the DMA inlets (label '3').
 See: this is the toolbar option which is active by default. This menu option enables a set of GIS functions which can be applied through the different GIS layers ( Additionally, when clicking on top of a certain sensor, a new window is launched enabling the visualization of its measurements.
 Projects: this toolbar option enables the creation and management of analyses for a given scenario. Mainly, the creation process let the user set the main analysis properties: analysis name, selection of the DMA network inner pressure sensors used in this analysis, emitter coefficient related to the reference leak size, 'automatic' property. Regarding the analysis management 17 feature, this option enables a set of possibilities to edit the analysis properties, to program daily analysis runs and to visualize the results obtained in every run. When the 'automatic' property of the analysis is marked, a daily automatic run is performed using the sensor measurements of the previous day. Otherwise, when this property is not set, manual runs must be programmed using the 'Program' option of the analysis management feature and specifying the start and end date.
Finally, the 'Result' option let access to the results of all the analysis runs associated with a given scenario. This option leads to a window like the one shown in Figure 7 . On the project area (Figure 7, label '1') , the list of available runs can be seen. Then, when a certain run is chosen, a new GIS layer is added on the top highlighting the most likely leak locations (Figure 7, label '2' ).
Thereby, this option also enables a shift bar in order to visualize the results obtained in every time instant of the selected run (Figure 7, label '3' ).
Regarding the scenario management and the scenario edition options available after the login, the former allows the user to choose one of the available scenarios in the DSS. Once a scenario has been chosen, the scenario toolbar ( Figure 5 , label '1') and all their features are available. Finally, regarding the scenario edition menu option, this feature lets the user update the DMA hydraulic model associated with a given scenario enabling an import process of the DMA water network EPANET file. Once this import process has ended, the scenario and its associated analysis settings can be updated using the scenario management option ( Figure 5 , label '1'). 
Leakage Localization DSS Prototype: Leakage Scenario Analysis applied to Nova Icaria DMA
This section shows the results obtained by the leakage localization DSS prototype when applied to the study of the historical leakage scenarios described in Section 2.3. Mainly, two set of analyses were carried 19 out: one using the instrumentation data corresponding to a few days before the 6 l/s-leak was found and another one, using the data corresponding to a few days after this first leak was found. In these analyses, the scenario analysis time step (T a ) parameter was set to 1 hour while the sensor sampling time (T s ) parameter was set to 10 minutes. This means that a whole daily analysis (Section 4.2) was structured in 24 iterations (one for each hour) where in every iteration the hydraulic model was calibrated using the average value of the sensor measurements corresponding to the last hour. Additionally, the diagnosis sliding window (T w ) was set to 5 hours (i.e. τ=5 in (Eq. (8) )) and consequently, the scenario analyses were set up to provide an hourly leakage localization result as of the 5 th iteration since the constraint k≥τ must be satisfied in order to apply the procedure given by Eq. (6) . Regarding the reference leak size used in the analyses, this parameter was set to 6 l/s given that this value could be easily derived from the minimum night flow analysis conducted by the operator. Figure 8 summarizes the results obtained in the first set of analyses carried out with instrumentation data corresponding to a few days before the 6 l/s-leak was found. This figure corresponds to the DSS GIS viewer where the DMA water network is colored in blue, the inner pressure sensors are plotted using meter icons ( Figure 6 , label '2') while the DMA inlets are signaled using valve icons ( Figure 6 , label '3').
Additionally, round marker icons ( Figure 6 , label '2') can also be seen which determine the top rated possible leakage localizations proposed by the DSS once an hourly result has been computed. On the other hand, on the top of the GIS layers, the known localization of 6 l/s-leakage and the set of remaining leaks (4 l/s) have been highlighted using a red arrow icon and a red square area, respectively. In between these two leakage spots, a green square area has also been plotted highlighting the top rated localizations proposed by the DSS prototype in this first group of analyses. The leakage localization area proposed by the DSS may be seen as quite acceptable since this prototype is assuming the existence of just a single leak and in this case, the DMA hydraulic network was affected by two (or more) simultaneous leaks and consequently, the DMA sensors were registering the conjunctive effect of these two abnormalities.
Additionally, it must be taken into account that the fact of just using few DMA inner sensors does not let the user distinguish the effect of all the potential leaks and as a result, an area which may contain the leakage localization must be always given as a result.
Similarly, Figure 9 summarizes the results obtained in the second set of analyses carried out with instrumentation data corresponding to a few days after the 6 l/s-leak was found. In this case, this leak was already repaired but a set of small leaks whose overall value was around 4 l/s remained whose known localizations were inside the highlighted red square area ( Figure 9 ). As can be seen in Figure 9 , once the 6 l/s-leakage was repaired the green square area indicating the DSS top rated leakage localizations move into the red square area producing a satisfactory result. Unlike the case presented above in Figure 8 , in this case just a single but distributed leak was affecting the DMA network satisfying the DSS prototype assumption of the existence of just a single leak. highlighting in a green square area the most rated localizations proposed by the DSS and in red square area the known localizations of the remaining leaks (4 l/s).
Regarding the goodness of the leakage localization results, the experience gained in the Nova Icaria shows certain important aspects that must be taken into account and which may have a deep influence on the goodness of the obtained results. The most important one is the need of using an accurate hydraulic model not just in its topological structure but also in its parameters (i.e. pipe roughness, length, diameter; 21 junction and sensor levels). Additionally, having an accurate estimation of the DMA demand distribution (i.e. junction demand base and demand pattern) is also relevant, because certain errors affecting the hydraulic model or the demand distribution estimation may result in inaccurate leakage localization results. In the Nova Icaria pilot, this was obtained through the Aigües de Barcelona billing information.
Furthermore, there may exist certain sensor distributions that may add some degree of robustness to minimize those above mentioned negative effects. It must also be taken into account that sensors have a constrained resolution which may cause failure to register the disturbances caused by leaks. This fact may also have a negative effect in the given leakage localization result. However, a careful selection of the diagnosis sliding window (T w ) may help overcome this problem.
CONCLUSIONS
A web-based model-driven DSS tool integrating an efficient model-based leakage localization method has been described in this paper. This general-purpose software tool makes it easier to implement real-time monitoring in large class of water utilities and may be used by water network managers as a support system without the need for any special expertise in leakage localization models. A pilot was implemented Interface (GUI) that will allow the easy creation and modification of on-line automated or manual leakage location analyses and the visualization of both the structure of the DMA water network and the obtained results using a GIS viewer. On the other hand, the web nature of the proposed DSS tool eases the access of the users from a wide range of devices and its deployment process which may speed the decision-making process related to every unexpected event affecting the water network.
Additionally, certain limiting factors on the ability of the methodology to detect and locate leaks are reported, namely: the need for a well-calibrated hydraulic model (topological structure and parameters), the accuracy in estimating the spatial demand distribution within the DMA and the precision of the sensors installed in the network.
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The acquired knowledge, the mathematical methods and the software tool developed in this work will allow water operators to detect and locate leaks events earlier and with better accuracy than using todays' systems. The software tool has been designed to work automatically based on real sensor data providing information to network managers which will help their decision making. Finally, regarding the sustainability, the use of this system is expected to produce important savings in water.
Furthermore, the diagnosis methodology and the software platform are amenable for use in quality monitoring as well. In an ongoing research project, the authors will address the problem of quality-breach detection in a DMA, as well as maintaining the required quality inside the margins stipulated by the law in each location where the method it is applied.
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APPENDIX: BACKGROUND
Water Distribution system: Mathematical Modeling
In general, a water distribution system consists of four major types of components: pumps, valves, distribution storage tanks, and pipes. Most systems require booster pumps to overcome differences in elevation, and energy losses caused by friction. Pipes may contain flow or pressure-control devices, such as regulating or pressure-reducing valves (Brdys & Ulanicki, 1994) . The different elements of the water distribution system are interconnected to produce a network of nodes and branches whose main purpose is to supply final users with the amount of water demanded, under adequate pressure for various loading conditions. A loading condition is a spatial pattern of demands that defines the users' flow requirements.
The governing laws for flow in pipe systems under steady conditions are conservation of mass and energy.
The law of conservation of mass states that the rate of storage in a system is equal to the difference between the inflow to and outflow from the system. In pressurised water distribution networks, no storage can occur within the pipe network. Therefore, in a pipe, or a junction node, the inflow and the outflow must balance. For a junction node
where q in and q out are the pipe flow rates into and out of the node, respectively, and q ext is the external demand or supply. Conservation of energy states that the difference in energy (usually named head loss) between two points is equal to any energy added to the flow in components between these points minus the frictional losses. An energy balance can be written for paths between the two end points of a single pipe, between two fixed graded nodes (a node for which the total energy is known, such as a tank) through a series of pipes, valves, and pumps, or around a loop that begins and ends at the same point. In a general form for any path
where h L,v is the head loss across component v along the path, h P,u is the head added by pump u, and ΔE is the difference in energy between the end points of the path. The primary network component is a pipe.
The relationship between pipe flow (q) and energy loss caused by friction (h L ) in individual pipes can be represented by a number of equations, including the Darcy-Weisbach and Hazen-Williams equations.
The general relationship is of the following form:
where K is a pipe coefficient that depends on the pipe diameter, length, and material and γ is an exponent in the range of 2.
In general, hydraulic models for water networks are widely known and used (Brdys & Ulanicki, 1994) and in several approaches, hydraulic modelling has also been used for leakage localization techniques: (Ligget & Chen, 1995; Mandel, 1998; Kapelan et al., 2003; Almandoz et al., 2005; Brown, 2007; Wu et al. 2010; Goulet et al. 2013) . In these cases, the dependence of leaks on pressure (Greyvenstein, 2007; Lambert, 1997) is the keystone in the detection, localisation and control.
Model-based leakage localization methods are based on assuming that hydraulic models describe correctly the real hydraulic response of the network. Model representativeness relies strongly on the correct identification of the constants or parameters characterizing the equations of the hydraulic water network model. Calibration of models is itself a main inverse problem previous to any application of the model (Carpentier et al., 1991) (Savić et al., 2009 ). The total demand in a DMA can usually be approximated in real time by adding flow-meter readings into the area.
In model-based leakage localization techniques, a common procedure Wu, 2008) for analysing the effect of a certain leak is to assign part of the total metered inflow to the leak, and account for this as a pressure-dependent demand. In water network analysis, a leak is often based on the equation of flow through an orifice (Rossman, 2000) :
where p i and p o are pressures in and out of the pipe which are in general unknown or partially known; q l the flow of the leakage; C and β are constants.
Different approaches exist to calibrate such hydraulic models depending on whether deterministic or heuristic methods are used. Deterministic methods seek the minimum of an objective function. Their efficiency depends on different factors such as the starting point, the accuracy of the descent direction evaluation given by the gradient and the method used. The obtained solution is generally a local minimum, this being of its main drawbacks. Another disadvantage is the need for gradient evaluations while the calibration process is engaged. Quite a number of works can be found in the literature about these methods, see for instance (Lansey et al., 2001 ) describing a General Reduced Gradient method to solve the steady-state calibration hydraulic problem; (Datta & Sridharan, 1994) describing the use of a Sensitivity Analysis Technique belonging to the Newton methods family; (Pudar & Ligget, 1992 ) using the 24 Levenberg-Marquardt approach; (Di Cristo et al., 2003) presented a steady-state hydraulic parameter calibration procedure using a gradient method; (Greco et al., 1999) formulated the minimizing problem as a quadratic programming problem or (Todini, 1999) who used a Kalman filtering approach. On the other hand, one of the main characteristics of adaptive heuristic methods is their ability to move out of local optima and globally sample the search space. Among them, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Bayesian methods have been widely used in recent years for a variety of water distribution system problems. (Savic & Walters, 1995) were the first to apply GA to solve a hydraulic model calibration problem formulated as an inverse problem. This method might be applied to large network with different parameters (demands, pipe diameters…) other than the roughness factors. (Lingireddy & Ormsbee, 1998) presented a GA to calibrate water network hydraulic models for demand adjustments. The presented approach was successfully applied to a case study network. (Kapelan et al., 2007) used a Bayesian recursive method to calibrate the hydraulic model and estimate uncertainties.
Model-Based Fault Detection and Isolation: Leakage Localization in Water Networks
Model-based leakage localization techniques like the ones presented by Pérez et al. (2011) and can be seen as a specific application of fault detection and isolation theory based on analytical models to complex industrial systems. In this case, the analysed system is the DMA water network and, the potential faults are those leaks affecting the network components (i.e. pipes). The fault detection process determines the existence of leaks affecting the water network and then, the fault isolation process locates the place where those leaks are.
In a general framework, fault detection is the process of generating fault indicators ((k) where r(k) ny is the residual set and is computed at every time instant using the measurements of the system inputs ( () k u ) and outputs ( () k y ). Then, the generation of residuals needs to be followed by residual evaluation, in order to arrive at detection and isolation decisions. Because of the presence of noise and model errors, the residuals are never zero, even if there is no fault. Therefore, the residual evaluation According to (Kościelny et al., 2004) , fault isolation is carried out on the basis of fault indicators, , generated by the detection module. Thus, the result of fault isolation consists in showing the faults affecting to the system, which requires knowing the relationship between the fault indicators, , and the faults, f(k) nf . Models applied to fault isolation or system state recognition should therefore map the space of fault indicators  into the discrete space of faults f. In general, in fault isolation based on analytical model, the binary theoretical fault signature matrix (FSM) (Gertler, 1998 ) is used to store the relationship between the fault indicators, , and the faults, f. This matrix is defined on the Cartesian product of the set of faults f and fault indicators :
This matrix stores the binary influence of a given fault f j (column of FSM) on a given fault indicator  i (row of FSM ). Thereby, if the element FSM ij of this matrix is equal to '1', it means the fault f j causes the occurrence of the fault indicator  i . Otherwise, when the fault f j has no effect on the fault indicator  i , the element FSM ij is equal to '0'. Such as the FSM matrix is defined, its j th -column contains the binary effect of fault f j on the fault indicator set . In consequence, this column is known as the theoretical fault signature of f j .Fault isolation methods using the binary fault isolation matrix can isolate faults comparing the value of the observed fault indicator with the information stored in that matrix FSM. In general, a parallel inference approach (Gertler, 1998 ) assuming a single fault scenario is used to isolate the fault.
Parallel diagnostic inference based on the binary diagnostic matrix consists in formulating a fault isolation result comparing the observed binary fault indicators  ( i  0,1) with the theoretical fault signature associated with all considered fault hypotheses determined by the set f and stored in the FSM matrix.
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Thereby, the inference procedure (  f) consists in comparing the binary fault indicators  i (k) (Eq. (A.6) ) computed at every time instant by the fault detection module with the theoretical binary fault signature related to every fault hypothesis f j of the set f which is stored in the j th -column of the binary matrix FSM.
If all fault indicators are zero-valued, the fault isolation module shows a lack of faults:
ii :0
where F is the set of fault hypothesis f j which are consistent with the observed fault indicators.
When some fault indicator values equal one according to the residual evaluation carried out by the fault detection module, the fault isolation algorithm gives as diagnosis result a subset of the fault hypothesis set f whose signatures are consistent with the observations: .9) 
